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Abstract

Transactional systems deployed in mobile ad-hoc networks
(MANETs) suer from loss of data. To survive failures, recovery techniques are required. The main requirement of recovery mechanisms in
transaction processing is to ensure the availability of recovery information. We propose a probabilistic model for such data and how to approximate lower bounds for probability of retrieving it later.
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Introduction

A great challenge for transaction processing in MANETs is to survive disconnections and node failures. A crucial demand for surviving such events is the
availability of recovery information. Whenever a distributed transaction fails,
because a participant disconnects from the MANET during interaction, the surviving nodes must assure that their interaction partner can learn about the
commit decision of the transaction when reconnecting. If a node, participating
in a two-phase commit protocol (2PC), disconnects from the MANET while
being uncertain about the coordinator's decision, it must learn about the decision when reconnecting to the MANET. To keep data consistent within the
MANET, the node must follow the decision of the coordinator, which is likely to
be disconnected from the MANET, when the recovering node reconnects. In the
traditional mobile client/xed-wired server model, this is not an issue as xed
hosts are assumed to be reliable. In MANETs there is a possibility, that all participants of the transaction carrying desired recovery information have left the
network when a node reconnects. Therefore, mechanisms to preserve data independently of the issuers' presence are needed. This work contributes to data and
transaction management in MANETs by presenting an approach implemented
by a middleware component called the Shared Log Space (SLS)1 , which provides
log data preservation services for transactions. The approach is based on a model
that approximates probabilities of nding data after having disseminated using
dierent strategies. We thereby answer the following questions: 1. Can a certain
requested degree of data availability be achieved by disseminating the data in
the current vicinity? 2. How can this degree of availability be achieved at minimum expenses2 ? Calculating the probability of communication failures during
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For a detailed description of the SLS and related work we refer to [BHPS05].
By expenses, we mean the eort in terms of messages transmitted and storage capacity used to nd and retrieve a data item.

transaction processing e.g. link failures as in [SLG01] is not considered here. The
main contribution of our work is a model to dynamically forecast the availability
of data, based on context information and dierent dissemination strategies. As
devices dier in their conguration, we assume that nodes expose dierent levels
of context awareness. Generally there is a trade-o between costs of gathering
such context information and their benet. We refer to techniques like piggybacking and ecient cross-layer architectures as proposed in [KK05,WSNB05] to
minimize these costs. We take heterogeneity in context awareness into account
by providing dierent strategies for dierent levels. One strategy is a directed
dissemination strategy which implies the knowledge of specic context information about the involved nodes, while another possibility is an epidemic strategy
in which failure possibilities of single nodes do not matter rather than an overall
approximation of a percentage3 rate of failing nodes. Both approaches will give
a quantitative statement about the probability, that an information item once
disseminated can later be retrieved within the MANET. We call it the retrieval
probability and denote it by pretrieval . While this section will further introduce
our system model and the proposed architecture, we will give a detailed description of the proposed dissemination strategies in Section 2. Section 3 gives a
summary and conclusion of this work.

1.1 System-Model
In this work, we assume a MANET consisting of a set N of nodes, each exhibiting
a certain level of context awareness. Nodes can disconnect from the MANET at
any time, either by being shutdown or by moving out of transmission range. We
dene such a failure as class = failures. Failure class < denotes the situation
when a node Ni suddenly cannot communicate with another node Nj anymore,
but is still connected to the MANET. We assume that nodes can distinguish
whether they suered failure from class = or <.
A subset of nodes A ⊆ N shows a high level of context awareness and may
sense information such as remaining energy resources and location information. It
is assumed that these nodes can compute their individual function pf ailure,Ni (t)
describing the probability of a node Ni to suer a failure of class = at time t.
All nodes U ∈/ A are merely able to sense the number of nodes in their direct
vicinity. A transactions T is an exchange of messages between several cooperating
nodes CT according to a dened protocol P . P describes which information to
disseminate in case of failure. For example, if the 2PC protocol was employed,
the coordinator will disseminate the global commit decision.

1.2 Workow
To estimate its probability of successful recovery, a node must know pretrieval of
the data items disseminated by each of its interaction partners in case it suers
3

We assume, that such an average failure rate is known, as it can be statistically
learned over time.

from failure of class =. To evaluate this probability before starting the interaction, the node contacts its interaction partners to check whether each of them
can provide a certain pretrieval , such that the combined value of pretrieval meets
the minimum acceptable value given by the application4 . Each requested node
checks whether it can achieve the required pretrieval by choosing an appropriate
strategy as described in Section 2. The chosen strategy is communicated to the
requesting node as it will inuence its behavior at recovery time. A node suering
a failure of class < proceeds with the interaction protocol P and disseminates
data according to the previously chosen technique. A node recovering from a
class = failure executes a recovery protocol, based on its knowledge about the
dissemination strategy to retrieve the information needed to achieve a consistent
state. In case of the 2PC protocol, a recovering node follows the commit decision
of the coordinator.
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Recovery Probability

We use the SLS to distribute transaction logs within the MANET.We propose
to employ dierent dissemination strategies adapted to the current context. According to the dierent dissemination strategies, we are able to approximate a
lower bound of pretrieval . In the following, we describe a directed and an undirected dissemination.
Directed Dissemination. The directed dissemination strategy aims at directing copies of log items to a certain group of preferably stable nodes. Network and
storage costs for dissemination shall be kept minimal whereas leaving possible
expenses to the recovering node. In order to disseminate reasonably, only nodes
Ni ∈ A with a higher level of context-awareness can be addressed within this
technique. We use pf ailure,Ni (t) of nodes Ni to evaluate future availability of
data. In the following, we consider t to be given, and therefore treat the failure
probability as a precise value. Estimating the time of possible reconnection based
on gathered context information is left for future research.
As described in Section 1.2, the coordinating node gathers and evaluates
pf ailure,Ni of nodes in its vicinity. Before the transaction starts it is examined whether a certain group of these nodes is able to meet the threshold h
for pretrieval previously demanded by the application. Costs for searching such
stable nodes in the surrounding of the nodes participating in the transaction
have to be kept reasonable in order to make this approach feasible opposed to
e.g. ooding the network. The coordinator computes pretrieval as follows: let R
be the set of nodes carrying the desired data including the node responsible
for the dissemination.The retrieval probability pretrieval for a reconnecting node
searching for data distributed among R is calculated by Formula (1):
|R|−1

pretrieval (R) = 1 −

Y

pf ailure,Ni

(1)

i=0
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The desired minimum value of pretrieval depends on how critical the application is.
A business transaction exchanging electronic goods will have higher requirements
than other kinds of applications.

The only incidence of the item not being available in the network is in case
of failure of all nodes carrying the desired data. Since nodes involved in the
transaction learn about the ID's of the group of nodes that will store the desired
item in case of failure, they know which nodes to search for when reconnecting
to the network.
Undirected Dissemination. Whenever directed dissemination cannot meet
the required threshold, we propose to use undirected dissemination. Our goal is
to distribute the item randomly among a certain percentage of nodes denoted
by the dissemination degree d. It is dened as the ratio of the number r of nodes
carrying the item and all nodes n in the MANET (d = r/n). We assume a
uctuation of nodes up to a certain extent, as described in Section 1.1. This can
be remedied by raising d according to the current uctuation.
The initiator uses a dissemination technique to disseminate the log items
among all nodes, for example as done in [BBHS05]. To reach a dissemination
degree d within the MANET, the data is spread among all nodes with d as a
parameter. Each node uses the percentage value of d as the probability of a
random decision on storing the item.
Let n be the total number of nodes in the MANET, let r be the number of
nodes carrying the desired item and k be the number of nodes queried. Due to
the random distribution of nodes carrying the desired data, the probability of
nding at least one node carrying the item when querying k nodes, for n, k, r ∈ N
is calculated by (2):
Pmin{k,r}
pretrieval (n, r, k) =

r
i

i=1

n
k





n−r
k−i



(2)

A node initiating the dissemination uses its current number of neighbors as an
approximation for k. Since we are not aware of any feasible approaches to determine n, the initiator has to estimate n and, according to d, determine r, so
that the resulting guarantee exceeds h. In sample scenarios with n = 100 and
k = 8, a dissemination degree of 20% already leads to a recovery probability of
80% (see Figure 1a). Due to the estimation of the value of n (and r respectively
through d), the calculated value pretrieval deviates from the retrieval probability
given by the actual context p0retrieval . In sample scenarios, in which the coordinating node assumed n = 100, we varied the actual number of nodes n0 from 10
to 1000. We also varied the current number of neighbors assuming d = 30%. In
these scenarios, the resulting deviation between pretrieval and p0retrieval ranged at
less than 1%, even if there were 10-times more nodes than estimated (see Figure
2b). This deviation can therefore be disregarded. The error increases at lower
dissemination degrees. Considering those scenarios with d = 5%, the deviation
does not exceed 5%. At higher dissemination degrees the deviation decreases.
The occurring error is only relevant if pretrieval > p0retrieval . Otherwise our calculated value serves as a lower bound for the desired retrieval guarantee. Since
our approach spreads transaction logs randomly within the MANET, retrieval
of data is quite simple. The determined guarantee depends on the number of
nodes k queried for the item. A reconnecting node will retrieve the item wanted

at the given probability at the latest when it has met a number of k dierent
nodes.

a)

b)
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Figure 1: a) Retrieval probability for n = 100. b) Resulting deviation assuming n = 100
nodes with d = 30%.
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Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have introduced an approach of preserving information within
MANETs. We have proposed a probability model to calculate pretrieval , which
denotes the probability of retrieving the item at a later point in time, depending
on presented dissemination strategies which can be used according to the current context. These models and strategies are used by a middleware component
called SLS [BHPS05], which provides guarantees for successful recovery of nodes
suering a class = failure during transaction commit.
In future research, we want to rene the levels of context awareness and adapt
the dissemination strategies and possible combinations accordingly. We expect
to be able to reduce networks costs by still reaching high recovery guarantees.
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